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ABSTRACT

th
A construction of a k structure tensor of a field of geometric

objects is presented here (k is a non-negative integer). For a given

field a we construct a vector bundle H '''(a). The k " structure
k °

tensor is defined as a section of II '"(a) generated by the torsion of <j.

It is then shown that vanishing of the k t h structure tensor is a necessary

and sufficient condition for the field to be (k + l ) - f la t .
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Introduction

A structure tensor of a G-structure is an invariant which measures the degree

of flatness of the structure. If the G-structure is fc-flat (fc a non-negative integer)

then there exists a k*h structure tensor ck.

The tensor c° was introduced by Ehresmann [5] and was defined as the torsion

associated with the elements of the first order prolongations. It has been also

considered by Bauer [3], Bernard [4], and Matsushima [10], Singer and Sternberg

[15] gave another definition of that tensor. Suppose that: E is a G-structure, $ is a

Lie algebra of G, R n ® $ is embedded canonically in R"* ® R"' ® R", $ e gl(R")

and 3 is the skew symmetrization operator. The tensor c° is a function

c°;E—* A2R"" ® Rn/8{Rn' ® Q)

that can be defined as the composite c = q = T, where T : E •+ A E n • En i s

the torsion form associated with any connection and q i s the quotient map. Structure

tensors of higher order were introduced by Singer and Sternherg [15]. They first defined

the successive prolongations of the first order G-structures and then defined ek as

the c° tensor of the kth prolongation. Guillemin [7] has redefined the structure

tensor ck using the notion of kth order structure preserving holonomic jets. The

main theorem concerning the invariant is that the vanishing of ck is a necessary

and sufficient condition for a field to be (k + l)-flat. Guillemin proved that in the

case of finite order C-structures, i.e. such that gk = 0 for some Jfc, we have that

the structure is flat iff it is fc-flat. It is a theorem of great importance since many

Lie groups are of finite order. Later Molino proved in his equivalence theorem

that flatness of infinite order of a G-structure implies its flatness ([2], [11]). Hence

vanishing of all structure tensors is a sufficient condition for the structure to be flat.

Our main aim is to construct a structure tensor for a field of geometric objects.

We construct it on a vector bundle generated by the given field. There is a cor-

respondence between certain types of fields of geometric objects and G-structures.
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It is natural to expect that there exists such an invariant of a field of geometric

objects which is responsible for fc-flatneaa of the field. An attempt to construct such

a tensor was made by Zajtz who did it locally using Lie equations associated with

the given field [16]. The main application of our structure tensor is an analogue of

Guillemin's theorem: a kth structure tensor of a field geometric objects vanishes iff

the field is (jfc + l)-flat.

In the first part of this paper we recall some properties of natural bundles and

structures associated with them. The concept of natural bundle was introduced by

Nijenhuis [12] as a modern approach to the classical theory of geometric objects

(see J. Aczel and S.Golab [l]). We give some basic properties of fields of geometric

objects. Each 0-flat fietd of geometric objects generates a G-structure. We show

how some properties of fields can be translated into the language of fibre bundles.

In the second part of this paper we construct a vector bundle Hk^{a). A

given i-flat field a (k > 0), generates the vector bundle Rl(o) (cf. 1.4). We prove

that the prolongations B '^ fu ) , , . . ,R^k){a) are vector bundles. The symbols of

these vector bundles generate Spencer's complex gm ® f\lT*M with the operator of

antisymmetrization d"1*' where m,l are non-negative integers. We prove that the

morphisms dk'2,dk+l'1 are of a constant rank. This leads to the conclusion that the

induced cohomology space Hk^(a) is a smooth vector bundle.

In the third part of this paper we construct, for a given x £ M, a linear

mapping A : TXM —* JJ1'*)(<?)„ which satisfies some additional conditions. The

section determines an element rjf belonging to gk~l ® A*T*M such that for v,w £

TXM, Tk = {\(v),\(w)}. This element is a cocycle and hence generates an element

of the space Hk-2(a)x. The mapping fk : M —> Hk'7{o) constructed in such a

way we call the kth structure tensor of a field of geometric objects. It turns out to

be non-trivial to show that rk is well-defined and a smooth section of the bundle

ff*'3(ff). Then we show a relation between rk and the hth structure tensor of the

G-structure generated by a. That correspondence gives immediately the theorem

i:hat under the asssumption of fc-flatness of c, rk = 0 iff a is (k + l)-flat.

All objects considered in this paper i.e. manifolds, vector fields, bundles, etc.

are smooth, that is of class C°°.
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I. Preliminary

I.I. Natural bundles

Let Mn denote the category of n-dimensional manifolds with smooth embed-

dings as tnorphisrna. Let A denote the category whose objects are smooth bundle

maps (i.e. a morphism of 7rt : Ei —• M\ to 712 : E-z —* Mi is a map H : E\ —> E?

such that for each x £ Mi the fibre Ei* — 7rj" (x) is mapped diffeomorphically onto

the fibre Biy over some point y — h(x) € MQ; the induced map h : Mi —^ M2 is

automatically smooth and we say that H covers h).

Definition (1.1) (Palais-Terng [13]) A natural bundle on Mn is a covariant

functor F ; Mn —• A such that

(1). for each M G Mn F[M) is a fibre bundle over M;

(2). for each embedding ij> : M —* N the following diagram

F(M) •F(N)

commutes;

(3). if U is an open subset in Rm , where m is a non-negative integer and / :

U x I t" — ' E " is a map such that for each t e U x —* ft(x) - f(t,x) is an

embedding then the map / : U x F(Rn) —* F(R") sending (i,v) to F{fx)v is
smooth.

In [6] Epstein and Thurston showed that if F(R") has a countable basis then

condition (3) is a consequence of conditions (1) and (2). We assume that F is of

order r; it means that any two embeddings <j>,ty : M —> jV with their r-jets equal

at a point x G M have to satisfy F(<t>)v — F(^i)v for any point v from the fibre

F(M)It and r ia the smallest number which has this property. Palais and Terng

showed that any natural bundle is of finite order [13].

Example (1.2) The functor T which associates with each manifold M its tan-

gent bundle TM.is a natural bundle of order one. If <j> : Af —* N is an embedding

then T{4>) := d<j> is a tangent map induced by 4>- This natural bundle has an ad-

ditional structure of a vector bundle and the induced morphisms are morphisms of

vector bundles. If there are given two natural bundles with the additional structure

of vector bundles then their tensor, symmetric and skew fiyrranptric product:; are

also natural bundles.

Example (1.3) Let M € Mn and let HT{M) denote the principal fibre bundle

of r-jets of diffeomorphisms of an open neighbourhood of 0 in R." into M. The

structure group of Hr(M) is the set LT
n consisting of all r-jets of diffeomorphisms

denned on an open neighbourhood of 0 in R" into R" sending 0 into 0. If 4> '• M —•

JV is an embedding then

HT(<j>) : HT{M) — • Hr{N)

is defined in the following way: /fr(^)(j"o/) := Jo1* ° / f»r Jo / e HT{M).

It is easy to check that Hr is a natural bundle of order r. For each of the non-

negative integers m, / such that m > / there is given the canonical projection

ir,m : Hr{M) —• H'[M).

Let F be a natural bundle of order r defined on the category Mn, then for each

non-negative integer m there is defined the mth prolongation JmF of the bundle F;

if M € Mn then

J"*(M) := {j™S|x G M and S is a local section of the bundle F{M}}.

There is a canonical structure of a fibre bundle on JmF(M) with the canonical

projection wm : JmF{M) —> M. If 4> : M —* N is an embedding then

where j™S £ JmF(M). One can easy check that JmF is a natural bundle of order

m -J- r.
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1.2 Fields of geometric objects

We assume that F is a natural bundle of order r denned on the category Mn.

Suppose that M £ Mn and let IT be a field of geometric objtcts on a manifold M\

this means that a is a smooth section of the bundle % : F(M] —> M. Let Fo denote

a standard fibre of F i.e. the fibre over 0 of the bundle jr : F(R") —> R". Suppose

that v 6 Fn> then it defines a standard field u o n R ; namely trv (x) := F (tx)v where

tx denotes the translation by the vector x in R n .

Any embedding <j> : M > N transports fields of geometric objects from M to

4>(M). We denote that operator by <j>* and it acts as follows

(1)

Definition (1.4) A field a is fiat if it is locally of the form ^.(<*„}.

In other words, a is flat iff for each point x € M there exists a local diffeo-

morphism <f> : (R", 0) —» [M, x) (this notation means that ^ is a diffeomorphism

of an open neighbourhood of 0 in R™ onto an open neighbourhood of x in M with

</>(0) = i ) such that condition (1) holds for some standard field <r0.

Definition (1.5) A field a is said to be k-fiat if there exists a standard field crn

on B." such that for each point x £ M there is a local diffeomorphism

such that j*4>,an = j*o where k is a non-negative integer.

Each 0-fiat field a generates a principal fibre bundle of order r which is defined

as follows:

E(o) ~ {iaf e Hr(M)\ F{f)ao(0) = a(/(0))} (2)

(rf. [16]). Its structural group has to be of the following form

G = {%h € Un\ F(f)On[0) = fffJ(0) }.
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Hence there is a correspondence between O-flat fields of geometric objects and prin-

cipal subbundles of HT{M). The properties of flatness and fe-flatness are well pre-

served with respect to this relationship. We describe that fact in the following

proposition.

Proposition (1.6). Suppose that F is a natural bundle of order r defined on

Mn. Let cu a2 be O-flat fields of geometric objects and let

Ei = {JZf e Hr{M)\ F(/)K(0)) = Oi{0))

be principal bundles associated with ei for t" = 1, 2. Then for each x £ M and for

each non-negative integer m the following two conditions are equivalent:

(2). Ei i = i?2x and Ex,E% are fc-tangent at each point of the fibre over x.

For a proof see [2] (Proposition VI.4).

1.3 Vector bundle JmTM and liftings of vector fields

Let M € Mn. By JmTM we shall denote a vector bundle consisting of all m-

jets of smooth vector fields on M where m is a non-negative integer. For technical

reasons we -lisa define,/-1TAf as the null subbundle of TM. For each of the integers

m, ( such that m > I > —1 we have the canonical projection

pP : JmTM —» JlTM.

We also define the subbundle of jets of vector fields which vanish at their sources;

namely JmTM := feer pg1.

c
On the fibres of the bundle JmTM there is denned an algebraic bracket

in the following way:

(3)
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where

x £ M, j™X, j™Y £ J

and [X, Y] denotes the Lie bracket of two vector fields. For convenience we define

this bracket also for m = 0; namely {v,tu} — 0 for v, w E TXM.

One can cii:-,il,y :;ee thnt the rer t r ic t ion of thp olgetrraic bracket to oet .T

is a well defined inner product which equippes th is set with the Lie algebra structure.

From (I.I) we have that JmT is a natural bundle of order (m + 1) as the m*h

prolongation of the bundle T. Each local diffeomorphism <f> : (M,x) —> (N,y)

defines the isomorphism of vector spaces:

JmT{4>)x : J™TM —> J™TN.

Since JmT is of order m+1 then JmT{4>)x depends only on the (m + l)-jet of <j>

at the point z.

Let X be a vector field on M\ it induces the flow <pt. From the definition of

the natural bundle we easily get that F{tpt) is a flow on F(M). Hence X generates

the vector field on F(M). This induced vector field is called a complete lift of X to

the bundle F[M) and we shall denote it 7(X) (cf. [14]).

Let us consider liftings of vector fields in the particular case of the bundle Hm.

Let X be a vector field on M and let Um{X) denote its lifting to the bundle Hm(M).

For each x £ M and zm € H"l(M)I there is a canonically defined function

**m : J?TM - ^ TSmHm(M)

such that *im(j™X) := Xm{X)Zm. Libermann showed that * i m is an isomorphism

of the vector spaces (cf. [9|).

1.4. Vector bundles associated with fields of geometric objects

Let us assume that £ is a principal subbundle of the bundle of Hm{M), With

each i e M w e associate a vector space

where zm 6 Eg. The definition of W{E)X does not depend on the choice of the

element zm from the fibre Ex. Then we define

W(E) = |J WX(E).

The set W(E) is a smooth vector subbundle of JmTM.

Suppose that F is of order r and a is a O-fiat field of geometric objects on M.

Then a generates a principal fibre bundle

E{a) = Oo7 e H'(M)\ F(f)[co(0)) = <7o{/(0))}

(cf. 1.2). With the bundle E[o) we can associate a vector bundle as we did above.

We shall denote that bundle by Rr{a) = W{E{a)). It will be useful to describe this

vector bundle not using E{a). We give such a description using the Lie derivative of

the field geometric objects. This derivative is a generalization of the Lie derivative

of the tensor fields. /, beautiful exposure about that subject one can find in

Salvioli's paper ([14]). We shall recall briefly this notion.

Let V[F(M)) denote the subbundle of the vector bundle TF{M) —> M con-

sisting of vectors tangent to the fibres of the bundle n : F(M) —• M. Let us

remark that V(F(M}) is a natural bundle of order r + 1 . Suppose that X is a vector

field on M then a Lie derivative of a in the direction of X will be denoted by

and is a section of the bundle V(F{M)) such that

x •- dl(r{Xx) - J{X)a{x)

where x 6 M.

We would like to remark on one property of the Lie derivative of the field of

geometric objects. Let jmo denote a field on the bundle J"*F{M) such that for

each xe M, (jka)(x) := J'*CT. It is well known that the spaces JkV(F(M)) and

V[JkF{M)) are canonically isomorphic.Then under this canonical isomorphism we

can identify jk(Lxer) with Lx(j
ka) (cf. [14], [16]).
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II. Vector bundle Jffc2(g)

Throughout th is uei:tjon we assume thut F is; u natural b'.ir.dle

of order one defined on Hn- We ulso H.ss-.me that a is a fc-flat field of geometric

objects on M £ H.n (k > 0). We denote by ao a standard field on H." such that for

each x € M there exists a local difleomorohism

satisfying the equality j*f*Oa = 3*0.

II . l . Prolongations of the vector bundle ft1^)

For each non-negative integer m we define

We i.:;5i |.,ii. .©"'(cr) := M. For each m > ( > — 1 there is a canonical projection

Proposition (2.1). If a is fc-fiat and if m G {0, ...,fc} then the set Em(a) is a

principal fibre bundle over M.

Proof. Let m € {0, ...,k} then j " V is a field of geometric objects on JmF[M).

The field jma is O-flat because a is fc-flat. Hence the set

EUm°) = Oom + 1 / € -ffm+1(iV/)| J"'F(f)W"ao)(0) = ym^(/(0))>

is a principal subundle of H'n+i(M} (cf. (2)). To end the ;.rnOf it is sufficient tr

notice that the above set coincides with Em{a) because for each J™+ 1 / € Hm+1(M)

we have that jpmfto0 = J ^ t f l t A J l O ) .

Let us remark that the structure group of Em{a) is of the following form

7 " — lo "of

11

where m e {0,... ,fe}- From Proposition (2.1) we get that E°{a),... ,Ek[a) are

principal fibre bundles. Moreover they are generated by the fields a,jla,... ,jkcr,

respectively.

With the field o we tico asaoclate the vector bundle Rx{o) (cf. 1.4), In the

standard way we define the mth prolongation of R1(a)1 namely

RlW(o-) := JmRl(v) n Jm+iTM

where m is a non-negative integer. For technical reasons we also put .H1'""1'^) :=

TM and R^-'^a) is the null subbundle of the bundle TM. For each m > I > ~2

there is given a natural projection

is defined asThe symbol o

Also for technical reasons we put g~x := TM and p~2 ~ iil(":2)(CT). The sets

Rlla1(a),Ri^l'>{ff),... andg0,;?1,... are not generally all vector bundles. However,

we shall find that some of them, ir fact, ;ire. lo du t h i s , we .;haj.l explore

^ " ( • : y ) ; i r i d t h e s e t s T1! ( a ) , E {
Die r e l a t LcjriL;l! tp eri t h o prolotip;n. t ioni '

l e m m a (2.2) If a is fc-flat then is a smooth vector bundle for m £

Proof. Zajtz showed that

= Rm+1(jmo-)

(cf. Lemma 2.12c [16]). In fact this equality was shown for any field of geometric

objects and an arbitrary m. Now our lemma is obvious since Rm+i{jmo) is as-

sociated with the field jma which is O-flat for m £ {0,... ,fc} (cf. 1.4) and hence

ftm+1(j"V) is a vector bundle.

12



Our field a generates the principal fibre bundles E°{o),... ,Ek(cr). Proposition

(1.6) links fc-ftatness of a with fc-flatnesa of the G-structures associated with them.

It is easy to notice that the set

E°{oo) = OoV 6

is a standard Bat structure on R".

F(/)K(0)) = ero(0)}

Let us take a local diffeomorphism h : (E",0) —• (M,x) then by Proposition

(1.6) we get that the following two conditions are equivalent:

(0- Jr(h*0o) = 3?°\

(ii). Hm(h)E°(ao)x = E°{a), and H°{h)Ea(ao)t E°(a) are m-tangent at

each point of the fibre above x.

The above equivalence provides some information about the set of jets which

satisfy fc-flatness of G-structures and the field of geometric objects. In fact, E™(a)

appears to be the set of all those (m + l)-jets which satisfy m-flatness of the G°-

s t r u c t u r e E°(cr). ' l l l i ; ; e x p ] I c i t l y mcviru; t h a t

&O),E (<?i) are m-tangent at the fibre

above i }.

Hence E°{a) is also fc-flat. Moreover the properties of these sets have neor

already investigated (cf. [3], [7]). From there papers we know that the canonical

projections

are surjective for m e {0,... ,h}. As a consequence we get the following property.

Lemma (2.3) If m 6 {0,... ,k} then the canonical projections

are epimorphiams.

13

Proof. Let us take x € M, £ G E?(o), v £ B^

Then the following diagram

such that = » ? .

rm-if

commutes. It is i;ov easy to see that p ^ + 1 is an epimorphism since dn™+1 is an

epimorphism and * ( , * n
 a r e isomorphisms.

As a corollary of the above lemma we get that gm are vector bundles for

m e {-2,-1,0,... ,k).

We would like to connect the space ,R1(mVo) a n d ^ 1 ( m ' M v i a t h e i s°-

morphisms defined by the jets from the bundle Jf*+l(Aif); namely if j™+ 1 / G

Hm+l(M)x then we have a canonical isomorphism JmT(f) : J J T R " —• J

(cf. 1.3).

Lemma (2.4) Let m be an arbitrary natural number and let

Suppose that Em{a) is a principal fibre bundle over M such that j '™+ 1 / €

then the following conditions are equivalent:

(2). Jm+1T(/)(fl1('")(cr0)o) C fi'^'

Proof. We regard jmffo, jm<7 as fields on R" and M respectively. Let us point

out that

14



iff

where x — /(O). Hence

iff im[jmfta) and tm(jmcr) are 1-tangent submanifolds of JmF(M) at the

point j™<7. But this is equivalent to the fact that

where 6 = j™0- Each vector from the spaces in equation {4) '.:• a complete lift of

the elements from the space J™+I-TM. Therefore equality (4) is equivariant to the

following one

To end the proof it is enough to notice that

Let us notice that though Jm+lT is of order m \-2 the natural bundle Jm+iT

is of order ro + 1. Hence any element j™+Lf 6 ffm+1(M) generates a well-defined

mapping

Jm+lT(f) r J^+'TR" —> JJ-^TM.

Lemma (2.5). Let m be a non-negative integer. If Em(a] is a principal fibre

bundle over M and j^'+Lf € El[rn)(a)x then

J" l+1r(/)(fl Il" l»K)0 n j™+lTRn) C Rllm)(<r)nn).

Proof. Let

Jo A e ft '(an)n!^Jn JR .

It means that (Lxj
ma,,)(0) - 0 and XX = 0. Hence

0 =7.(ixJmff, .)(i) = (i/.JfJrlx/.<'n)(*)-

]5

Since the operator L/.x is of order zero at x we have that

(L/.x im<0(«) = t^/.xjm/.ffa)(x) = 0.

Hence we get that j™+1f,X € Rm+1(}m0)x. Our Lemma is now obvious since

J?">+L(j"V) = B 1 ^ ) ^ ) (cf. [16]).

II.a Vector bundle Hk'2(a)

We shall now recall a definition of the Spencer cohomology spaces associated

with a.

Let m, ( be non-negative integers. Then we have the following sequence of

functions:

(s)

where if x £ M, £ € ff™"1 ® A'T'M and u>i,... ,ivl+1 £ TXM then

t+i

The symbol • in formula (6) needs some explanations; if a £ gm and tu G TXM

then ui • o -.= -(iti, «}• where w is an element of J™TM such that p5*(iii) = w (cf.

1.3). Using standard manipulations and the Jacobi identity one can prove that (5)

is a complex (cf. [16]). Let

Hm'l{o) :=

be the induced cohomology spaces. We hwr. a particular interest in the space

Hkt2(tr). This cohomology space plays an important role in deciding whether <r is

[k + l)-flat.

16



The field ao is flat. Hence we may construct the space Hk:i(ao). We shall show

that J/fc'2(<7o)0 is a standard fibre for the space Hk2(o).

Let i e M and jk+1f g Ek(cr)I be a. jet satisfying it-flatness of a i.e. j*/»cro =

J*CT. From lemmas (2.4) and (2.5) we get that Jo
fc+1/ induces isomorphisms between

the following spaces: gk ~ 9*, gk~L ~ g*-1, 5J-2 ~

/3 = Jo /• Hence /? induces the following isomorphisms:

s
k~2

Let us denote

\P\,, : gk ® R"*

9 A3!!1"'

(7)

We are interested in the following result concerning the maps [/3]0, \0]i and

Lemma (2.6).The following diagram

9*-'®A2Tx*Af

>A3R"*

commutes.

17

Proof. We shall show that the upper rectangle commutes. The commutativity

of the lower one can be shown in the similar way. Let £ G j j ® R"* and v, w e TxAf

then

Corollary (2.7). The morphisms dk+l'\ &k-2 are of the constant rank i.e.
1 = constant, and dimfcerd*'2 =constant.

Corollary (2.8) The set Hk'2{a) is a smooth vector bundle.

Corollary (2.9) Each (fc + l)-jet from the bundle Ek{a) induces canonic ally the

isomorphism between Hka(oa)0 and the respective fibre of Hk^(a). If 0 e Ek{o)x

then we shall denote that induced isomorphism by

18



Il l-Structure tensor

As in the previous section we assume that F is a natural bundle of order one

and a is a fc-flat field of geometric objects on M where k > 0. We denote by ca a

standard field of geometric objects on R™ such that for each x e M there exists a

local diffeomorphism / : (R",0) —• (M,x) such that jkf.oo = jka. Hence there

exist principal fibre bundles Em{a) of (m + l)-jets satisfying m-flatness of a for

m 6 {0,... ,k}. There is a canonical projection

pr : JkTHn —+ J^TK"

such that prfj$X) = jk(X - X) where X = Xo. There also cxi:;U-. a canonical

inclusion u : R " —> Jf i 1 '*" 1 ' ^^ . The existence of these mappings is a consequence

of the fact that all the above spaces can be expressed canonically as direct sums of

their respective subspaces.

III . l . Structure tensor of a field of geometric objects

For a given x G M and jk+lf G Ek(a)x we shall construct an element of the

space Hk1!(c).

Lemma (3.1). There exists a linear mapping

such that the following two conditions hold:

(i). pk+L
 0 A = idTlM;

(ii). pr

Proof. Let

19

then it has its values in fi1^"1'^). because

JkT{f){Rlik-lH<r)a) C

It is easy to notice that A is a section of the projection p£. On the other hand from

Lemma (2.3) we get that

is an epimorphism. Suppose that Aa is a section of this epimorphism. Finally we

define A = Ai o A2 which satisfies conditions (9).

Let A be a linear mapping which satisfies conditions (9). Then it induces the

mapping rk : TXM x TXM —• gk-1 such that

rk(v,w):={\(v),\{w)}

for v,w G TXM. The explicit definition of Tk implies that it has it:; values in

(a)x but

Hence p^_ t o A = 0 and rjf has its values in gk~l

From the Jacobi identity cne cmi ea-iily get that r* 6 kerdk'2. Therefore rk

defines an element in i f* '*^)! . We repeat this construction for each i g M s o we

obtain a section

r* : M —> Hk'2(o).

Definition (3.2) The section rfc shall be called a kth structure tensor of the

field of geometric objects a.

Let us stress that the kth strucure tensor was defined only for fields which are

fc-flat. We are to show that r* is well-defined i.e. that rk does not depend on the
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choice of a jet j * + 1 / and a section A. The independence of the choice of the jet

will appear as corollary (3.8).

Lemma (3.3) If a jet j * + l / £ ^fc(^)x is fixed then Tfc(i) does not depend on

the choice of a section A satisfying conditions (9).

Let A, A be two sections satisfying conditions (9). Hence the mapping

f) := A - A belongs to gk g> T*M. Then for v,w e TXM we have that

= {X(v),X(w)}-{X(V),X(w)}

This precisely means that Tk — Tk 6 i

To show that i"fc{i) is independent of the choice of a jet we shall recall first a

definition a kth structure tensor of a G-strueture. Then we shall compare that tensor

with the one defined above. As a side result of this comparison we shall obtain the

independence of Tk(x) from the choke of the jet defining it. The construction of

the kth structure tensor of a G-structure is taken from [3].

III.2. Structure tensor of G—structure

From Proposition (1.6) we know that E°(o} is m-flat and Em(a) is the set of

(m + l)-jets which satisfies m-flatness of this G°-structure where m € {0,... , k}

(cf. (2)). Let Q denote the Lie algebra of the structural group of the bundle Ea(cr).

Then there are defined prolongations $m of the Lie algebra $. It is known that the

Lie algebra of the structure group of the bundle Em{a) is of the following form
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where m € {0,... ,k}. On the space Ek(a) there is defined the fundamental 1-form

©*; if r, € E"(o), r, = jo
fc+1/> f = Jo / and Xfc+1 e TnE

k{o) then

The form Qk has its values in the space Tok(LEk~i(<'a)) where 0k = J £ 1 R . . The

space TohE
lc~l[o0)) is identified, via the isomorphism $ o t , with the subspace of

". Namely it is identified with the space

R"

Then 0* may be expressed as a direct sum 0* = w + 11°+,... ,fl*"1 such that u>

has its values in E." and fi* has its values in $\

The ktK structure tensor of E°(a) is a mapping c* : Ek{u) —<• Hk-2{$) such

that ck(ij) is a cohomology element defined by a bilinear mapping

c$(r,)-deko(6A8)o(d0fAd0f)

where S is a linear section of the projection

: TnE
k

(11)

and flm o * = 0 for k - 1 > m and m > 0.

There is a canonical representation f> : £* Aut(JkTM) such that

where jQ
Jrlk € t ^ + 1 and JQX £ JkTH.n. This representation induces the represen-

tation gk : Gk —>• Hk'2(§). The structure tensor ek is of the 0fc-tensorial type i.e.

for each TJ G Ek(a) and a € G* we have

ck[ija) = e{a)ck{T}) (12)

Let now ©J denote the fundamental 1-form on Hk+1[M). The form ©§ has

its values in TOk{Hk{Kn)).
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Lemma (3.4) (Maurer-Cartan equations).

Suppose that r, 6 Hk+i{M), r, = jk+lf and Xk+1,Yk+l € TnH
k+l{M)

then

Proof. There exist vector fields X, Y such that Mk+l(X)n = Xk+l and

Uk+l{Y)n = Yk+1. Let UB denote

X:=)/k+l{X) and Y := Xk+l{Y)

Then

Since the form Qk is invariant with respect to the natural liftings of diffeomorphisms

from M to Hk+1(M) we have that

= 0.

Therefore

We would like to stress that we identify here TOkH
k+l(M) with the space JgTM.

III.3, Main theorem

We shall now compare the kth structure tensor of a field of geometric objects

with the kth structure tensor of E°{a). For given points x £ M, r, 6 Em(a)x and

the section A : TXM —. i?1 '*)^) satisfying conditions (9) we defined the bilinear

form r£; let us now further define 6 := *,, o \. The mapping S appears to be a
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linear section of the projection <k£+1 and flm o 6 = 0 for m > 0 and k - 1 > m.

Hence the bilinear mapping ck generate the value of ck at the point r>.

In the second part of this paper we constructed the mapping [tf]i. We shall use

this mapping to describe relationship between c* and T^.

Lemma (3.5) The following equality holds: 2[fj]!C* = Tk

Proof. Let v, w e TZM then

= JkT(h)(dek(S(v),s(w)))

We now apply the Maurer-Cartan equations, which hold for the form 0fc also, and

we get that

2JkT(h)(d@k(S(v), 6[w)))

= {*;1(v), •;'(«,)}

= {X(v),X[w)}

Corollary (3.6) The definition of Tk(x) does not depend on the choice of a jet

belonging to Ek(o).

Proof. Let r), fj e Ek(o)x and let rk(x), ?k(x) denote the values of the

structure tensor defined by rj, rj respectively. From Lemma (3.5) we get that

2Mse*(i7) = Tk(x) and 2[^]3efc(^ = f*(*)

where \i]\s, [̂ ]a are the mappinp generated by the jets rf, rj (of . [8]) . There exists

£ £ Gk such that rj = fjf. Our statement is now obvious since

= 2[r)\3c
k(r)) = rk(z).

Corollary (3.7). The tensor e* vanishes at each point of the fibre Ek{a)tL iff

fk{x) = 0.

Corollary (3.8). The function rk is smooth.
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Proof. Let S : U —> Ek{a) be a local section of the bundle Ek{a) defined on

an open set U. Then for every y € U we have rk(y) = 2[S(y}\sck(S{y)). Since ck is

smooth we get that rk is smooth.

Theorem (3.9). Assume that F is a natural bundle of order one and let a be

a fc-flat field of geometric objects on M (k > 0). Then <r is (Jfc + l)-flat iff r* = 0.

Proof. From Proposition (1.6) we get that a is fc-flat iff En(<x) is fc-flat. By the

main theorem from Guillemin's paper [7] we know that E°(a) is (Jfc + l)-flat iff ck

vanishes. Hence once again by Proposition (1.6) and by Corollary (3.7) we get our

theorem.
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